Erect panels from left to right.

18" nominal coverage

3 rows of caulking between vert. legs

2 5/8"

Eave trim "SS-02-2"

"FSS-18" plug closure w/ 1/8" x 1 5/8" sealer

Tape above closures only and one row cont. below

1/8" x 1 5/8" sealer tape "STZ - CONT.

#12/14 x 1 1/2" SDWW

Eave fastening detail

Clamps (N.B.F.)

"FSS-18" roof panels

Erector note: vertical legs of panels must be held tight together using clamps @ eave, ridge, and clip locations. This maintains proper panel alignment.

NOTE:
If panels are applied as shown above; problems with seaming, achieving weathertightness, and installing ridge closures will occur. Any manufacturer warranties if applicable will be voided.

"FSS-18" Standing Seam Details

Rw Canon

FSS18-4